CAPE YORK & TORRES STRAIT SAFARI - 5TH to 16TH JUNE 2009
This twelve day Safari went to places only a few of us had been before!
10 aircraft ,22 people, with camaraderie which Comanche pilots, partners & friends enjoy!

WE started at Carnarvon
Gorge in the Southern
Brigalow Belt bio region in
Central Queensland 593 km
northwest of Brisbane.
Primarily created by water
erosion, Carnarvon Gorge is
around 30 kms long, and six
hundred metres deep at the
mouth.
Highlight: To walk the Gorge,
great food and to sleep in
fabulous eco safari cabins
We flew north from there to Karumba nestled on the mouth of the Norman River where the “Outback
meets the Sea” and the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Highlight: Sunset Cruise /Walking out onto the Sand Island at sunset / Gulf prawns.
Flying on to Bamaga, a small town situated 40km from the very most northern mainland point of
Australia on the Cape York Peninsula and the tip of Australia.
Highlight: Elliot, Twin & Fruit Bat Waterfalls – Champagne toasting at the tip of OZ.
A further short flight to Horn Island and our first taste of Torres Strait island life. Horn Island is an
area of 53 square kilometres consisting of mainly vacant crown land. The airfield occupies 6 square
kms and was base for our aircraft and ourselves for four nights.
Highlight: A museum with its history, myths and legends and wartime memorabilia. - Forgotten
Island Tour inc. the wreckage of a P47 Thunderbolt.
Torres Strait islands we visited by ferry from Horn Island:
Thursday Island
Highlight: Island and Garrison Tour
Friday Island
Highlight: A fascinating Pearl Seeding & Recovery Demonstration / Exquisite Japanese lunch
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Poruma (Coconut) Island. Our flight from Horn Island to Poruma (Coconut) Island gave us all the
chance to fly over some of the picturesque islands of the Torres Strait and take in the crystal clear
waters and many reefs.
Coconut Island was 25 mins north east of Horn Is in the eastern island group of the Torres Strait.
Highlight: Island Tour – Cultural Dancing- Snorkelling in the Strait – delicious island style luncheon.
Cooktown. Flying south to Cooktown on the mouth of the Endeavour River in far north Qld, historic
town where Lt James Cook in need of a safe haven beached the HM Bark Endeavour for repairs to
his vessel, naming the river after his ship.
Highlight: Endeavour River cruise (more prawns) – Willie & his inspirational Guurrbi cultural tour.
Special thanks to John Macknight for his tireless coordination at each and every airfield.
Spider for his assistance in coordinating departures.
Ken Lapham for his uncanny knack of always being around for marshalling and when we needed
assistance with our luggage.
Roger Lenne for tracking with ADD
And everyone else for your journals and for making this Safari one to remember forever.
Thanks also to John Ward for donating some of his Bulga Wines which created a few noisy pre
dinner drink times .
Last but by no means least John VanBladeran for travelling all the way from the USA to join us.
From both Irene and myself, the twelve months of planning etc. was rewarded with the pleasure of
seeing everyone enjoy each others company in some of the wondrous environments that Australia
has to offer. Your kind gifts will be treasured.
Ian & Irene
Pilots, Partners and Friends who made it all possible.
Ian Thomson & Irene Lawson

VH-MMN

PA39

John & Jan Macknight

VH-MAS

PA24-260

Tony & Jan Vanderspek

VH-TSJ

PA30

Roger & Lynda Lenne

VH-MCO

PA24-260

Jeff Wittig & Deanna Knutson

VH-JGW

PA24-250

Trevor & Lynette & Andrea Nixon

VH-UAW

PA30

Jim Barry & John Van Bladeran

VH-CDB

PA24-250

Spider Webb & Yvonne Robinson

VH-DUG

F1 Rocket

John Michell & Bill Forrester & Ken Lapham

VH-ADD

PA24-260

Tony & Angela Read

VH-MEG

PA30
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GETTING THERE
All down the eastern states of OZ we came and although the fog and weather tried to stop us it only
managed to slow us down a little
John & Jan Macknight

VH-MAS PA24-260

John and Jan along with John Van Bladeren left Deniliquin on the 4th June Flying to Coonamble NSW
where they met up with CDB for the night. Flew on to Rolleston QLD 5th June arriving mid afternoon.
Jim Barry & John Van Bladeren

VH-CDB PA24-250

Jim left Swan Hill 4th June flying to Coonamble NSW where he met up with MAS for the night. Flew on to
Rolleston Qld on the 5th June arriving mid afternoon.
Tony & Angela Read

VH-MEG PA30

Tony & Angela flew from Moorabbin Vic 4th June to Deniliquin with John VanBladeren on board leaving him
with John & Jan Macknight before flying onto Charleville QLD for the night. Flew on to Rolleston 5th June
arriving early afternoon.
Ian Thomson & Irene Lawson

VH-MMN PA39

Ian & Irene left Moorabbin Vic. 4th June flying to Roma Qld for the night. Met up with UAW & MCO. Flew to
Rolleston on the 5th June arriving approx midday.
Roger & Lynda Lenne

VH-MCO PA24-260

Roger & Lynda left Ardmona Vic 4th June flying to Roma for the night. Met up with MMN & UAW. Flew on
to Rolleston on the 5th June arriving approx midday.
Trevor & Lynette & Andrea Nixon

VH-UAW PA30

Trevor and Lyn flew from Rand NSW on the 4th June leaving at 12.40pm due to fog at Rand. Flew to Roma
Qld. Andrea flew commercial from Melbourne to join up at Roma. Met up with MMN & MCO. Flew on to
Rolleston on the 5th June arriving approx midday
Jeff Wittig & Deanna Knutson

VH-JGW PA24-250

Jeff & Deanna left Wangaratta Vic 4th June flying to Bourke for the night. Flew on to Rolleston 5th June
being the first to arrive mid morning.
Spider Webb & Yvonne Robinson

VH-DUG F1 Rocket

Spider & Yvonne had the shortest distance to fly from Nanango Qld . They left on the 5thJune arriving at
Rolleston early in the afternoon.
John Michell & Bill Forrester & Ken Lapham

VH-ADD PA24-260

John M, Bill and Ken flying from Tamworth NSW on the 5th June arriving at Rolleston mid afternoon.
Tony & Jan Vanderspek

VH-TSJ PA30

Due to Tony’s Mother being ill Tony & Jan flew from Bendigo Vic Joining us at Karumba Qld on the 7th
June.
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CAPE YORK & TORRES SRAIT SAFARI – TRIP ROUTE - JUNE 2009
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Thursday 4th June, 2009.
“MAYLANDS “ RAND . NSW.
Awaking to see Fog….we paced around our aircraft UAW waiting for it to lift. There were many phone
calls to other Comanche owners about weather conditions. It wasn’t ideal conditions for anyone.

Finally at 12.40 p.m. we take off
from our airstrip with the aim of
making it to Roma for an
overnight stay. So 3 hours 40
mins later we arrive to be
welcomed by Ian and Irene, our
happy trip organisers. Roger and
Linda
arrive
shortly
after,
following up by our daughter,
Andrea, arriving on a Qantas
flight to join us for the trip to
Cape York and Torres Strait.

Day 1

5th June 2009 Rolleston to Carnarvon Gorge

Not again – we awoke to more fog. Happily by 10.30 it lifts over Roma, and in brilliant
sunshine three Comanche planes take off on the first leg to Rolleston, taking just over an hour flight
time.
The flight was uneventful other than to eyeball a large eagle soaring over the mountain ranges.
We flew over the lower end of Carnarvon Gorge with its deep ravines and spectacular green
rainforests. At that stage we did not realise we would be walking down amongst it all the next day.
Fog was blanketing most of the country that morning, so it was slower arrival times than expected for
all Comanche’s. Fortunately Rolleston airstrip was just beside the small township, so as other
Comanche’s arrived we wandered into town for lunch, relaxing sitting out in the sun at the roadside
café and visiting the local pub. Eventually 9 aircraft had arrived into Rolleston to start our trip. Due to
unsettled
weather
we
chosen to land at Rolleston
on a sealed strip instead of
the much closer grassed
Rewan strip.

This proved later to be a
good choice as heavy rain
fell overnight.
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Next leg was a school bus trip (the only vehicle available in the small township) for all 20 of us and
our luggage piled (not so) discreetly around us, we headed off on an hour and half trip to Carnarvon
Gorge. We finally arrive after dark to very warm welcome from staff at the eco-friendly Carnarvon
Lodge.

It was most welcome comfortable accommodation
in luxury Eco tents.
A great meal topped off our first day.
The eating and drinking had begun!

Day 2

6th June 2009 Carnarvon Gorge

The beds are really comfortable at Carnarvon Lodge – great pillows, smooth sheets and just the right
hardness in the mattress. They deserve comment in the visitor’s book! They are especially hard to get
out of on the first morning with an early start and big decisions about ‘to egg or not to egg’ around
7am.

Most of the troops piled into the resorts
mini-bus ready
for hiking adventures in the Carnarvon
Gorge by about 8am.

We are a bunch of half-dayers and day
trippers about to be led by our tireless
guides Damien and Marty into some
beautiful forest and gorges.

Our guides take us 14 kms along the
bottom of the gorge – traversing the
creek many times on very well-placed
rocks.

The scenery is stunning and we get
told the stories of recent floods and
the everchanging nature of the gorge.
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Our guides are also practical jokers – encouraging some of the girls to listen to a particularly large
tree trunk to hear the water ‘running through it’. Irene was convinced enough to swap to her better ear
– alas the only sound of water was coming from the creek behind her.
They also explain plenty of bush tucker along the way – we tried berries with oversized seeds tasting
like dates and hibiscus flowers that would make a great salad with the right dressing.
Our first stop is at Moss Gardens 3.5 km from Park Headquarters.

Hidden amongst the rocks
in the rainforest with water
seeping down through the
porous
sandstone,
a
continuous flow of crystal
clear water fosters the
growth of a variety of ferns
and mosses.

A nearby waterfall makes a
splendid
backdrop
for
photos

Around lunch time
and a further 2 km
we
reach
the
aboriginal
sacred
sites.
They are incredible
with unique rock art
and
engravings
along a very large
area. Hundreds of
vulvic
shaped
engravings
are
carved
into the
surface of the rock.
Our guide Damien
is a tad unclear with
details about why
the
engravings
were made and
who
by.
He
describes
it
as
‘secret
women’s
business’but
unfortunately he (not a woman) has not been told very much by the locals. A wide variety of motifs
typical to the regions Aboriginal art are very well preserved.
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Other highlights after all the
greenery and natural bush
(especially for the gents amongst
us) was a very well-endowed tall
blonde who passed by our group.
The only better crevice witnessed
that day was at the Amphitheatre.
A truly natural wonder, a further
2km
into
the
gorge
the
Amphitheatre formed by two fault
lines with subsequent wind and
rain. We had to climb up a very
steep 10 mtr ladder to enter but
its well worth the effort as
entering through a small opening
we were surrounded on all sides
with high straight walls. It is said
that the acoustics are perfect in
the
Amphitheatre
but
unfortunately was not put to the
test by us.
The walk back through the gorge
to the National headquarters took
us again into the tree topped
canopy areas dwarfing all who
had ventured to enter.
Dinner was slightly quieter and
more relaxed that evening as
most of us are muscle tired from
the 14km walk.

Rain fell most of the night but we were all tucked up in our wonderful warm tents.
Trevor / Lynette / Andrea Nixon

Day 3

7th June 2009 Carnarvon Gorge - Karumba

The day started with a call to Brisbane Met. The forecast was for high strata cumulous clouds with
winds of 15-20kts up to 5000 ft from the SW and above 5000 ft 40kts from the WSW.
For those lucky enough to be on the same table as
Jim and Trevor for breakfast a spirited discussion
on retirement investment followed. After breakfast
everybody squashed along with their luggage on to
the waiting bus for the 90k trip into Rolleston and
our waiting aircraft.
Overnight rain made some sections of the road
slippery but caused no real problem and everyone
chattered away the time.
As we approached Rolleston it became clear that
we would not be leaving on time as extensive fog
enveloped the area. Upon arrival Rolleston was
blanketed in fog and remained that way until approx
9.45am when significant holes began to appear.
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After a safety briefing by Spider the first aircraft departed around 10.30am.
Not long into the flight it became apparent that the wind forecast was correct with our aircraft speeds
being between 129 – 150 kts depending
on your altitude.
The flight to Longreach (LRE) was
uneventful except for a few areas of
turbulence with the first aircraft arriving at
LRE around 12.00 noon and the last at
approx 1.00pm.
With the exception of MMN (Ian & Irene)
who travelled direct Rolleston, Karumba
all aircraft refuelled at Longreach before
flying on to Karumba.
One aircraft must have really liked
Longreach as it was seen to depart twice,
or could it have been an improperly closed
fuel flap.

From Longreach to
Karumba the flight
was much smoother
with most aircraft
cruising at around
5000ft due to both
wind and temperature
consideration.
By 5.00pm all aircraft
had arrived at
Karumba where Doug
from the End of the
Road Motel shuttled
us to our
accommodation for
the evening.
Jeff Wittig.
Day 3

cont...d.

7th.June 2009

Karumba

Karumba at the mouth of the Norman River in the Gulf of Carpentaria has wetlands stretching some
30 kms inland and is home for salt water crocs and a vast number of bird species including pelicans,
brolgas and black swans. A barramundi fishing industry operates from the port with several charter
vessels available for fishing etc. Karumba was the base for the 43rd squadron during WW2.
Karumba itself is divided into two areas one being the old industrial port and town and the other a
fairly new accommodation resort at the point offering tours, fishing and or relaxing. The End of the
Road Motel at Karumba Point is relatively new and has a prime position for sitting back and watching
the spectacular sunsets over the beach and mangroves. Only three months prior to our arrival the
whole town of Karumba was underwater due to extensive rainfall and flooding. During these few
months the only point of supply was from Normanton some 32kms away.
By approx 4.30pm after checking in we ambled down the beach to the boat ramp to board a cruise
vessel for what was to be for the next two hours one of the highlights of the safari.
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After introductions from our
delightful hosts Julianne and Mark
along with chilled beer and wine in
our “keep your own glasses” we all
chattered away while feasting on
an abundance of fresh gulf prawns,
a specially prepared fish dish and
nibbles as we cruised along the
Norman River and out into the Gulf.

After about one hour we
reached a large sand island that is
exposed at low tide and at this
time we walked out onto the sand
with our glasses in hand to toast
and watch the sky and the sea turn
into fire with reflections from the
setting sun.

Breathtakingly spectacular!

Before long we all boarded
once again onto the vessel
and cruised back to the
wharf this time with fresh
fruit platters on offer.
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Leaving cruise hosts at the wharf we took the short stroll back to the Sunset Tavern. The Sunset
Tavern is located next door to the motel with alfresco dining.
Dinner was excellent with more Gulf prawns, barramundi, steak and chicken all accompanied with
salads etc. Later fruit and sweets followed and I am afraid even the big eaters amongst us could not
consume all of the sumptuous food.
Weary and with very full tummy’s we dosed off with pleasant thoughts of what had been a wonderful
day spent in the company of great friends.
Irene Lawson.

Day 4.

8th June 2009 Karumba – Bamaga

We all enjoyed a leisurely breakfast on the
lawns of the “End of the Road” motel
which overlooked the spectacular scenery
of the Norman River with its busy traffic of
leisure craft and even a 5000T zinc barge
cruising to the open water of the Gulf.
Following our bacon and eggs we were
given our very generous picnic lunch
packs for the day. I’m sure we will all be a
little more “well covered”, as Lyn would
say, after such ample servings of such
delicious cuisine.

Upon departure there was a considerable degree of confusion created by the ‘apparent’ inconsistency
of the Karumba fuel outlet. Did you swipe once, twice, press yes, no, get your own receipt, get
someone else’s receipt, get charged once, twice or not at all? Hope it all got sorted out eventually.
Weather conditions were superb for
the flight up the West Coast of Cape
York Peninsula to Bamaga. The
relaxed nature of the day enabled
everyone to choose the flight path of
their choice. What an opportunity for
the more competitive pilots of the
group! Yes, it wasn’t hard to guess
which ones. Jim, John VB, John M,
Bill and the Lennes chose to fly
along the coast at croc-spotting
altitude. Reports of the number of
crocs sighted by the pilots, who of
course were also flying their aircraft
responsibly, seem to increase each
time the tale was told. Some claimed
at least a hundred. The amazing
thing was that the passengers, with
plenty of time, seemed to only
manage to spot the odd floating log.
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In flight photo opportunities were tempting for some daring souls. However, comments such as,
“Make sure your prop doesn’t slash my new tip tanks!” sounded a little alarming. How some people
kid themselves!
This adventurous group took the opportunity to tour the bauxite-mining town of Weipa.

It was during this tour of ‘oversized
everything’ - mines, scrapers, loaders,
conveyors and freighters that John VB
(sounds quite Aussie doesn’t it?) was
very excited to finally discover an
Aussie phenomena superior in size to
the American version.
Yes, we can be proud, we can be
boastful, we can shout from the rafters
that the Aussies have the largest and
greatest termite mounds.
The Nixons and Reids enjoyed a tour
of Karumba with its zinc handling
operations.
The rest of the crew flew straight to Bamaga
and took the opportunity to relax in the pool.
One wonders what happened in the McKnight
aircraft today to prompt the gentle-natured
Jan to lock her husband John in their room?
Resort Bamaga, with its welcoming pool,
tropical surrounds, fine food and service
proved to be an excellent choice of
accommodation. On reflection of the day the
logistics of maneuvering ten aircraft safely
and arranging bus pick-ups to match the
wishes of all must have been quite a
challenge. Full marks to the organizing crew
for such a successful day.
Lynda & Roger Lenne
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Day 5

9th June 2009 Bamaga
We even beat the early birds today. A bright and chirpy 6:30 start!

In our troupe carriers, Dad’s Army style, we set off brimming with enthusiasm for an eventful morning
in the Jardine National Park.
“ Here comes the Jardine ferry crossing! We will be across in a few minutes, better look out for the
dozen or so crocs dozing on the banks.”
1 hour later: With enthusiasm
waning we were relieved to hear the
roar of a 4WD emerging from a
cloud of dust. “Thank goodness the
ferry operator has finally got out of
bed!” “ Sorry just another tourist to
join the queue”.
½ hour later: “Here comes a likely
lad.” “ Sorry just another camper.”
¼ hour later: “Here he comes, we’re
on the move now.” “ Sorry wrong
key.”
¼ hour later: “He’s got the right key
this time.” “ Sorry folks I’m just going
fishin.”
¼ hour later: No apology, but the
essential key.
The two-minute crossing was uneventful, not even a croc to quell the boredom. I’m sure without Jan
McK’s all sustaining trail mix we would never have survived the experience to tell the tale.
It was a bone-shaking, dust swirling trip through dense srub to the spectacular Twin and Eliot Falls.
In contrast this refreshing oasis was welcome as most took advantage of the croc-free swimming
holes.
The Evil Kaneaval members of the group (Jim, Tony R, Ian and Roger) pumped their muscles, bared
their bellies and battled courageously against the current to make it behind the water curtain of Eliot
Falls. Dr Jimbo took out the prize for the goriest lacerations from the jagged rocks (or was it crocs?).

The more sensible and sedate members of
the group lounged in the tranquil pool of the
Twin Falls.
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After a short trip we were at another
magnificent site, Fruit Bat Falls. This
amazing country never ceases to surprise
and enthrall. At lunch at Seisia Holiday Park
we experienced the only baramundi we
would see for the day and it was delicious.

Another bone-shaking tour took us from Bamaga to the northern most tip of mainland Australia.

This is referred to as “The Tip”, not
to be confused with the rubbish
variety. It was heard that some
people were wondering what
beauty could be found in a ‘tip’ and
why would we bother going there.

After a short climb over
rocky terrain all misgivings
were blown away.
Magnificent! How exciting it
was to arrive at such a
unique destination with
such a great group of
friends. Cameras worked
overtime here.
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Back at our vehicles on the beach we
celebrated the occasion with champagne,
beer and nibbles. What an appropriate
end to a great day!

Lynda & Roger Lenne
Day 6

10th June 2009 Bamaga – Horn Island – Thursday Island

After the highlight yesterday of standing on the Tip of the continent and looking across the Torres
Strait, finally today we are headed to the islands in the Strait. A double shuttle and we were back at
Bamaga’s airport where the flock
broke in two directions.

Half went directly to Horn
Island and the others a slightly
circuitous but more scenic
route past the Tip before
crossing the few miles of water
to Horn Island.
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John and Ken ushered the flock into some semblance of order as we parked just off the end of the
runway in some unkempt grass. Although the BP truck was nowhere to be seen we got Mobil fuel
and tied the fleet down. Two young ladies from the Gateway Resort met us; Laura and Bridgette
seemed unphased by us prima-donnas. They were typical Jills - of - all - trades and soon had us
settled in. The resort was the venue for a Museum as well as a tropical garden. This Museum had
two main themes; one was a celebration of the peoples of the Torres Strait and the other a memorial
to the involvement of Horn Is in WW2. What an excellent credit to the young lady who was its
curator and driving force behind its existence, Vanessa Seekee.
The potential confusion for a bunch of aircrew was daunting since we were told that on Wednesday
we would go to Thursday Is. then on Thursday we were going to Friday Is. so our group leaders had
much to worry about. But amazingly and despite the complex plans after lunch we all walked to the
ferry and took the short trip to TI.

We were very impressed by the
local people who were well spoken
and friendly. Our guide was a
young man called Liberty Seekee.
He had a good sense of humour
which made the short tour a
pleasure as he enlightened us on
the values which the Torres people
hold dearly. One aspect we found
intriguing was the attitude towards
death in the family and the
immense respect for those who
have passed away.

We took a tour of the Garrison Fort
on Green hill which was constructed
in 1892 where three large guns
remain today. These guns were
never fired in anger but were placed
to defend Aust. if required during
WW2. In the bowels of the hill a
museum showed us just how
Thursday Island and its people
became involved with the Japanese
residents being interned before
being transported to Tatura. The
ferry later took us back to Horn
Island
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That evening we were
beginning to have
concerns as to the
amount of booze we
were carrying in a
controlled
environment so rather
than risk throwing it
down the sink we
spontaneously
resolved to drink it all.
This included a
number of toasts to
John Ward who had
supplied one of his
finest wines for our
pleasure. Now at last
the holiday mood had
come to the fore.

Yvonne & Spider Webb
11th June 2009 Friday Island / Horn Island Tour
Day 7
Thursday dawned bright and beautiful as did all days on this fantastic safari. Today was to
be a relaxing day with no flying which was just as well considering the amount of red wine that was
consumed around the pool at the motel on Horn Island the night before. I believe that we have John
Ward to thank for several bottles of red and they all seemed to appear on that night. Thanks very
much John!!!
Breakfast was leisurely from 6:30 till 9:00 am. Ken Lapham was noted to arrive for breakfast at 7:30
and was still there at 9:30 when he was politely requested to leave. This morning was a great
opportunity to spend some time in the excellent museum which was situated at the motel. The
exhibits were evenly divided between the World War 2 history of Horn Island and that of pearl diving.
It even had a DFC on exhibition (more on this later). It is a great credit to Liberty Seekee (who is a
Torres Strait islander) and his Australian wife Vanessa who was a teacher.
Around 11 am we all gathered on the wharf for a ferry ride to Friday Island. It should be noted that the
day was Thursday but everyone did turn up. We had a charter ferry which was only big enough to
take our group.

The trip across was delightful and
we arrived at a small jetty on
Friday Island and walked up a
small hill to our set luncheon table.
Friday Island has been occupied
by a Japanese pearling master
and his family for many years. The
table was set up on a long
verandah overlooking the water
and cooled by the gentle sea
breezes.
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The quality of the food was fantastic and
plentiful and I would say it was the most elegant
meal of our whole trip.
The day was also the occasion of John
Michell’s birthday and he was given special
treatment and was given Sake to drink.
John: “The last time I tasted this was 72 years
ago”
Tony: “I didn’t know that your mother was
Japanese”
omment from Irene while taking a photograph:
Irene: “It didn’t flash”
John M: “Do you know how to turn the flash
on?”
Irene: “No!! I just know how to flash”
It was also noticed that Ken Lapham and John van Bladeren were bullying the poor little Japanese
waitress into providing them with
more chocolates. I lost count after
7 each.

The group was then divided into 2
groups to observe the pearling
master at work harvesting pearls
and re-seeding oysters.

It should be known that group 1 totally
dominated his time which probably left more
time for group 2 to spend more money on
pearls.

Actually everyone spent up big on pearls and
I think we probably improved the economy of
Friday Island by a good few percentage
points in only a few hours.
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However all good things have to come to an end and we returned by ferry to Horn Island at a
considerably faster pace than the outbound journey. This was probably to the detriment of Yvonne
who looked decidedly green.
On arrival back at Horn Island wharf
we were to have a bus tour of the war
sites on Horn. However there was a
problem. The bus was licensed to
carry 21 passengers but we had 22
people. Yvonne offered to solve this
dilemma by driving the bus. Suddenly
we had one driver and no passengers.
The problem was solved by Ian
accompanying Liberty while Vanessa
drove the bus!
The tour of Horn Island was a real eye
opener and was mainly centered on
the surrounds of the airport which was
a fairly major air base and sustained
some Japanese attacks.

We were told of the remarkable story of an American Kittyhawk pilot who was on his first tour of duty.
Apparently the base was attacked by Japanese Zeros and during the ensuing dogfight this pilot shot
down a Zero and then saw another on his leader’s tail. The only way he could save his leader in time
was to ram the Zero. This brought the Zero down but the Kittyhawk also lost several feet of his left
wing in the process.
This presented a huge problem because whenever he tried to slow the aircraft to landing speed it
would roll alarmingly to the left. So he brought the aircraft in for a landing at considerably greater that
normal landing speed. The aircraft was destroyed but he was unhurt. I felt that the most remarkable
part of this story was the fact that he was awarded the DFC for this feat and his DFC is still in the
museum on Horn Island.
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The other fascinating
sight on this tour was
the wreck of a P47
Thunderbolt which is
still in position where it
crashed off the end of
the runway. Apparently
the pilot was doing a
LOW pass over the
base and clipped the
tail of another aircraft.
He then took out
another 2 aircraft
before crashing himself.
He destroyed more
allied aircraft at Horn
than the Japanese
managed to do for the
whole war.
It was fascinating to still see the copper plated aluminium turbocharger tube and the excellent
condition of the undercarriage leg after all those years.
Heard while on this tour and referring to the risk of contracting Swine Flu:
Irene: “I’m not worried, I’ve been sharing bodily fluids with you mob all week”. She was, of course,
referring to kissing.
Overall it was another great day which everyone thoroughly enjoyed but it was a fairly early night to
bed for the pilots and they went to bed dreaming of short field landing techniques for the next day’s
flight to Coconut Island (740 metre strip with water at each end).
Tony and Jan van der Spek
12th June 2009 COCONUT ISLAND (Poruma)
Day 8
This morning we set off from Horn Island for Coconut Island. The day was overcast and very windy.

I’m sure all pilots were thinking about
the short strip (720m) and the wind
direction for the landing on the island.

The flight was only 20 minutes but very
interesting.

We had Spider formatted with us and both taking
copious pictures. We passed Warraber Island on
the way which looked small at the time but big
when we saw Coconut Island. The island shaped
like a tear drop looked great from the air with the
large area of coral reef and shallows surrounding
it causing a dramatic change in colour of the
water.
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For the pilots the main focus
was on the strip which goes
from water to water and
takes up most of the island.
A long low final for a short
fielder was executed with
severe turbulence on the
threshold. Everyone made it
in without incident landing on
the sealed strip.
After stacking the aircraft (I
have to say aircraft as one of
them was not a Comanche
but one whose name says it
all; Spiders Formulae one
Rocket) in the parking area
we were met by our guide for
the day Jack Billy. Jack is a
most interesting person. He
is a cousin of Noel Pearson,
his Grandfather was English,
and his Grandmother from Cuba and according to him is related to nobility in several countries
including Russia.
Jack took us through his community and showed us their houses. The neat houses are surrounded
with colourful flowers. Many had gravesites in their front garden as they often bury their dead in their
own garden.
He showed us the punishment rock which his Grandfather sentenced wrongdoers to carry around the
village.

He spoke of the islands history and talked about the wars. I instantly thought about the 1st and 2nd
world wars but he was referring to the battles between islands in the not too distant past with most of
the savage raiders coming from New Guinea. He said that you could dig anywhere on his or any of
the islands and find many bones of slain warriors.
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We then went to the Poruma Ngau
Lag community centre where we
were treated to a sumptuous
morning tea to be followed by a
display of Island dancing.

The local boys put on a show with
dancers describing the position of
the stars that was the Islanders
only means of navigation. As the
older islanders had no written
language, dancing was their
means of relaying stories. The
dancers were accompanied by
singers and drummers and they
gave us the performance they
where about to put on in Sydney.
Many would have never left the
island and this experience was to
be a great highlight for them. We
wish them success.

Next stop within 100m under a palm frond
gazebo was our lunch spot. The local ladies
put on a delicious spread for lunch including
lots of fresh local produce such as crayfish
and yams.
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Several of the boys from the island
split coconuts for all to try. Jeff tried
his hand out at splitting a coconut
but was no match for the amused
islanders.

Near the lunch spot is a couple of relatively
new thatched roof huts fitted out for the
holidayers and we used one to change and
swim at the adjacent beach. Jack told us to
swim inside the reef as the fish on the inside
have smaller teeth than those on the outside.

Needless to say everyone was good and
didn’t have to carry the stone.

After lunch some of the island ladies
demonstrated their weaving skills by
making birds out of palm leaves which
many of us purchased.
At 4.30 it was time to leave this beautiful
island and fly back to Horn Island.

Tony and Angela Read (MEG)
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Day 9

13th June 2009 Horn Island (free day)

Saturday June 13 on our Cape adventures dawned like Sadie Hawkins day, grim and threatening, but
not enough to dampen our adventurous spirits.
Friday had seen low cloud and scattered showers for our flight to Coconut Island and Saturday
dawned with scattered showers and overcast. Not great weather for viewing the beautiful Coral Sea
and the islands. The original plan had been to fly to Badu Island and spend a cultural awareness day
with the locals as we had done on Coconut yesterday which had been a great success.
Unfortunately on Thursday evening we were advised our flight to Badu Island had been cancelled as
there was a lot of unrest on Badu Island and all the local constabulary had been moved over there to
bring peace back to the community.
Saturday therefore was an unexpected free day everyone chose to do different things. John Van
Bladeren and myself decided that we would fly to Badu Island and adjacent islands for a look even
though we could not land and take in the culture.
John Michell had been having intermittent magneto troubles with his aircraft, so the more
mechanically minded elected to go down and help John sort out these problems.
The ladies elected to take the ferry to Thursday Island for a further cultural shopping experience while
some of the gentlemen decided to go fishing.
John and I duly pre-flighted Charlie Delta Bravo and by this stage the weather had improved a little bit
with broken cloud, scattered showers and a cloud base of about 1000 feet. So with these less than
perfect weather conditions, we took off and headed for
Kubin which is the airport on Moa Island. Moa is right
beside Badu Island.
Our plan was to fly to Kubin and track coastal past Pabi
Point to St Paul’s then along the north-east coast of Moa
Island and track direct to Mabuiag Island about 20 miles
to the north which was interesting because it has the
shortest certified runway in Australia of only 430 metres.
Our flight from Horn Island took us over the Prince of
Wales Channel, the South Torres reef, the North Torres
reef over the Bramble Channel and over the Long reef to
Kubin. It was beautiful and would have been much better
had the sun been over the crystal clear waters below.
We then tracked coastal to the east from Kubin to Pabi
Point then north to St Pauls and then north-west, eventually leaving the island at Mt Augustus and
tracked directly to Mabuiag Island.
As we approached Mabuiag Island we became
aware of what a short runway (420ft) this was. We
approached from the south and overflew the runway
at about 500 feet. There was no activity there at the
time.

We continued north, did a u-turn and came back at
100 feet. We thought of doing a touch and go but we
actually just did a low pass over their runway. It was
quite spectacular.
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There were small hills to the left and right which
made one wonder about possible turbulence but
the wind is generally blowing from the south-east.
The runway was 14 right into the prevailing wind
and I guess with a prevailing wind of 15-20 knots,
landing on 420 metres and getting up again would
have been quite within the capabilities of the
aircraft, if not the pilot.
Having had a good look at the Mabuiag strip we
crossed Napoleon’s Passage over the Kuiku Pad
reef, across Bligh Channel presumably named after
Captain Bligh when he sailed to the East Indies after the mutineers had tipped him off his ship.

Down to the west coast of Badu Island where we tracked
along the west coast and the south coast and then south of
Mulgrave Peak, we flew straight to the Badu Island airfield.
This was a 1000 metres trip again 14 so pointing into the
prevailing wind it looked very easy to land on type of strip
with no hills around and quite a friendly spot.

We did not land because of the above-mentioned
problems and continued roughly south over the reefs that
has already been mentioned although a little bit to the
west down to the west side of Thursday Island, then
around the south-west point and then back in the
channel between Friday Island and Prince of Wales
Island.
We then had a good look at ThursdayIsland township
and then back to Horn Island after a flight of about one
and a half hours.
The mechanically minded were still working on John
Michell’s problems, but at that stage it was not solved.
After many round table conferences, it was decided to
adjourn to the hotel for lunch.
Apparently the appropriate parts were not on hand so it
was elected to leave the magneto to its own devices with
no further problems occurring throughout the rest of the
trip. Roger kindly tailed John just to make sure on our
next leg.
Time after lunch was spent catching up on emails, writing postcards and generally resting as up until
then every day had been fully packed with little time to do the things that one needs to do such as the
emails and even a little laundry duties.
The fishermen came home empty handed but luckily the resort took pity on us and gave us 6 mud
crabs which they cooked up to add to that night’s dinner. The ladies were happy with their afternoon
activities including a glass of white over lunch by the pool at the Jardine Hotel on Thursday Island.
Ian came back from his adventures with a rather small lobster given to him by the TI Council.
That was also consumed at dinner.
The dinner drinks around the pool were followed by the usual good evening meal and early bed as
tomorrow we leave for Cook Town.
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Jim Barry.

Day 10

Sunday 14th June 2009

Horn Island - Cooktown

The day started early with a local cooee & bird calls from the back of the Gateway Resort Horn Island
at 4am.
A 7am brekky had everybody up and onto the bus to Horn Island Airport for departure to our last port
of call to Cooktown in Nth Queensland and back on mainland OZ.

The early morning flight down the east coast is a site that
everybody should experience with the beautiful islands and
reefs, long inviting beaches and landscapes with lush
greenery.

Roger and Lynda
Lenne in MCO
were kind enough
to track to Cooktown inland with John Michel and Bill
Forrester who had magneto problems in ADD. (Poor old
buggers “Heckle & Jeckle are running out of spark and hours)

All landings at Cooktown went smoothly and the baggage had
grown significantly from the start of the tour. John Macknight did
a wonderful job as traffic controller at all airports, looking after
parking and
refuelling. While
boarding the bus for
the trip to town Jim
Barry was sprinting
from his aircraft
when a loud call from the refueller “Faster Forest Gump”
was heard by all as the doc staggered onto the bus.

After booking into the motel everybody walked down
to the wharf cafe for a relaxed late lunch. Dr Tony
who had earlier been expressing the ideals of good
eating habits tucked into a bottle of ginger beer, large
coffee and the most humungous lamington with
30mm of cream.
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Within an hours break from lunch we all boarded a boat for a cruise around the Cooktown estuaries. It
is amazing the number of craft that have been abandoned and left to rot in the Endeavour River
adjacent to the town.

Within ten minutes of being under way the eating
continued with champagne and beer to wash down the
disgusting amounts of fresh prawns in huge bowls.

Trevor Nixon said, to his belief prawns have the
same effect as oysters (good luck Lynette). The
Nixon’s along with the Wittig’s were later crowned
“cruise crustation champions” after 6kg of prawns
and two bottles of champers between them. Later
it was noted Trevor was conspicuous by his non
attendance for dinner at the Bowls Club.

As we cruised into Two Mile Creek
looking for crocodiles the sun was
sinking in the west, the alcohol was
flowing generously and with the prawns
still in abundance the frivolity on the
boat would have sent any croc twelve
mile upstream to the bottom for
protection.
Undeterred we all searched amongst
the mangrove banks with champagne
glazed eyeballs when Jan Vanderspek
sighted a croc sliding into the water. As
we approached and with the croc well
gone there were bubbles left in the
water. Lappo believed it to be from a
lost Japanese pearl diver.

In Jan’s defence we were assured by our
skipper that the slide marks on the bank
were indeed left behind by a crocodile.
We cruised back to the dock with the
lights of Cooktown and the hill scenery. A
wonderful experience was had by all.
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Day 11

Monday 15th June 2009 Cooktown

Monday morning was a leisurely walk around
Cooktown to the gift shops, talking to the locals and
catching up on Australia’s beginnings in the James
Cook Museum and the Cooktown Old Bank museum.

Late morning took us on a trip with Guurrbi Tours
and Willie Gordon a Nugal-Warra Elder to
experience aboriginal rock art.
In the bushland area that his family once occupied
we were treated to the many uses of flora for eating.
medicines, sun protection and decoration.

Andrea Nixon and Lappo tasted bush ants and
they had the same flavour as lemons.

We walked through bush caves with wonderful art
works all explained by Willie on how the art was
done and the stories behind each piece at art.
It was a fascinating afternoon to be with this well
educated man who has travelled the world with
his beliefs and culture.

Australia could be a much better place if “all”
Australians had his philosophy on living together.
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On our arrival back to the motel Dr Jim received a phone call and with much “cooeeing” announced
that he had just become a grandad and it was his first grandson. Congratulations Jim it is a wonderful
job being a grandparent!

With one hour to rest and freshen up it
was back to our “ eat a thon” and our
final night together with the added
bonus of the three Johns birthdays –
John Macknight, John Michell and John
VanBladeren who generously shouted
the bar for the night. The motel had a
birthday cake for the boys “no candlesthey couldn’t fit them on”

To finish off the night “Chief Jim” gave a heart
warming speech and presented Ian and Irene
with a thank you gift for the time and effort these
two wonderful people put into the organisation of
this trip. It was greatly appreciated by all on the
trip.

Last little presentation was a crocodile gift to big John as he had had no luck in sighting any on this
trip. He is a great bloke to have on a trip especially with ice cream on the desert menu.
Unfortunately this American has left Australia without finding another Australian dessert on the menu
– “Randy Tarts”
Ken Lapham. (Lappo)
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